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Pragmatic, Precision Medicine Approaches for
Dialysis Vascular Access Dysfunction: Challenges
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Arteriovenous ﬁstula (AVF) nonmaturation is currently
the Achilles heel of dialysis vascular access (1), with two
large National Institutes of Health–funded studies showing that 60% of surgically created AVFs in the United
States either undergo primary failure or require an intervention to be able to support dialysis (2,3). At a radiologic
level, the main cause of AVF nonmaturation (where maturation is deﬁned for the purpose of this editorial as an
increase in ﬂow and diameter that is sufﬁcient to allow
for successful dialysis), is a stenosis within the venous
segment of the AVF (often in the perianastomotic region)
(4). At a pathogenetic level, this stenosis seems to be
caused by a combination of neointimal hyperplasia
and an inadequate outward or positive remodeling.
Most importantly, at a clinical level, AVF nonmaturation results in multiple endovascular and surgical interventions to try and facilitate maturation and also, results in a
prolonged duration of tunneled dialysis catheter use with
all its attendant complications of infection, thrombosis, and
central vein stenosis. Both of the above result in a very
signiﬁcant morbidity, mortality, and economic cost (5).
As a community, we, therefore, desperately need to develop effective predictors of AVF nonmaturation, which
would allow us to move away from the one size ﬁts all ﬁstula
ﬁrstapproachthatwecurrentlyusetoamoreindividualized,
precisionmedicineparadigmfordialysisvascularaccesscare.
In this context, Shiu et al. (6) are to be congratulated on
their article in this issue of the Clinical Journal of the American
Society of Nephrology, which hypothesizes that the degree
of medial ﬁbrosis and/or the orientation of collagen ﬁbers
in arterial or venous samples collected at the time of AVF
creation could potentially predict AVF nonmaturation.
The biologic rationale underlying this hypothesis seemed
to be sound in that they speculated that an increase in
medial ﬁbrosis, especially in combination with a nonparallel orientation of collagen ﬁbers, would result in stiff vessels that would not be amenable to vascular dilation after
AVF creation. In stark contrast to this original hypothesis,
however, their reported results show just the opposite,
with an increase in arterial (albeit not venous) medial ﬁbrosis being associated with an increase in AVF maturation.
In my mind, there are both positive and negative
aspects to this ﬁnding. On the one hand, the availability
of any predictor of AVF maturation (or nonmaturation)
could have an important effect on both clinical practice
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and patient quality of life. Thus, patients at high risk of
AVF nonmaturation on the basis of the degree of medial
ﬁbrosis could potentially go down alternative vascular
access process of care pathways, such as the use of
preemptive therapies that help to promote AVF maturation
or arteriovenous graft placement. On the other hand,
the use of a biologic predictor that is based on an invalid
hypothesis (as in the current setting) clearly does not
generate much conﬁdence in this predictor (chance versus
epiphenomenon). Although Shiu et al. (6) suggest potential mechanisms by which an increase in medial ﬁbrosis
could facilitate AVF maturation (such as increased endogenous nitric oxide production, which causes both collagen
production, resulting in more medial ﬁbrosis, and outward dilation), none of these potential pathways generate
much enthusiasm for the future qualiﬁcation of medial
ﬁbrosis as a biomarker for successful AVF maturation.
Despite these ﬁndings, however, I believe that the
article by Shiu et al. (6) has a number of important messages with regard to the future development of a pragmatic precision–based approach to dialysis vascular
access dysfunction as a whole (not just AVF nonmaturation). These are listed below.
The ﬁrst is that we need a better understanding of the
biology of dialysis vascular access dysfunction. An important message that emerges from the article by Shiu
et al. (6) is that we may not currently know enough about
the biology of AVF maturation. In particular, the presented data would suggest that we may need to move away
from the use of histologic predictors as described by Shiu
et al. (6) and instead, embrace the use of molecular signatures, which may have superior prediction capabilities. Thus, much as in the case of oncology, patients with
similar clinical, demographic, and histologic characteristics may have diverse molecular signatures, with the
latter having the greatest predictive value for AVF maturation. In this context, the combination of stored
blood and tissue samples (together with extensive clinical and demographic data), such as those available from
the Hemodialysis Fistula Maturation Consortium, together with the easy availability of next generation molecular technologies (RNA sequencing and epigenetics)
could provide us with a unique opportunity develop a
set of molecular predictors for AVF maturation. In addition, more experimental work in this area using animal
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Figure 1. | Developing a pragmatic, patient–centric, precision medicine approach to dialysis vascular access. Note how the pragmatic
collection of centralized data within dialysis organizations, vascular access centers, and health care provider organizations could result in the
development of clinical, demographic, biologic, and process of care predictors for arteriovenous fistula maturation. This would result in a
patient–centric, precision medicine approach to vascular access dysfunction.

models that replicate the clinical setting (including the presence of uremia) could allow for the discovery of new mechanistic pathways for AVF nonmaturation, which could then be
used to develop both predictive markers and novel therapies
for this clinical problem.
The second message focuses on leveraging pragmatic
strengths to develop a precision medicine approach for
dialysis vascular access. In this context, the current distribution
of vascular access care between dialysis organizations, vascular access centers, and health care provider organizations
allows us a unique opportunity to develop (through a
pragmatic standard of care approach) (7) a set of real time
vascular access data ﬁelds that could be easily collected
through an integration of the electronic medical records of
these three organizations. Such an approach could result in a
future real time data registry for vascular access (with a biologic
overlay as needed through the collection of blood and tissue
samples), which could then be used to develop clinical, demographic, and biologic predictors that would allow for the
individualization of vascular access care (a pragmatic, patient–
centric, precision medicine approach for the future) (Figure 1).
In summary, therefore, although the study by Shiu et al. (6)
does not directly identify predictors for AVF nonmaturation,
it does, in my mind, begin a much needed conversation on the
best way to develop clinical, demographic, and biologic predictors of AVF nonmaturation, while simultaneously leveraging the pragmatic strengths that are available within
dialysis organizations, vascular access centers, and health
care provider organizations. In addition, it is likely that the
future availability of such predictive parameters for vascular
access care will be critical for the ﬁnancial viability of global
payment systems, such as the ESRD seamless care organizations (8), particularly as health care moves from a volumeto a value-based system (9,10).
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See related article, “Preoperative Vascular Medial Fibrosis and
Arteriovenous Fistula Development,” on pages 1615–1623.

